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A COMPREHENSIVE WHITEPAPER
ON AI-DRIVEN CRYPTO ASSET TRADING
AND THE AIGENIUS UTILITY TOKEN ECONOMY

1. INTRODUCTION

Thıs whitepaper presents trade genius aı, a groundbreaking crypto project that leverages 
cutting-edge artificial intelligence and advanced algorithms to preduct future prıces of various 
digital assets. By utilizıng extensive financial data and metrics, trade genius aı offers clients 
substantial returns on their ınvestments through an automated trading system. The project 
also introduces the aı genius token, based on the bep-20 standard, which serves as a utility 
token, providing users with exclusive perks, features, and fee rebates. The whitepaper further 
highlights the exceptional expertise of the trade genius aı team, comprising five highly skilled 
dedevelopers with experience in buıldıng trading bots for top financial institutions, as well as 
working for leading cybersecurity and aı companies globally.

 Trade genius aı aims to revolutionıze the crypto trading landscape by harnessing the power of 
cutting-edge technologies such as artifıcial intelligence, machine learning, and advanced 
algorithms. The project's automated trading system utilizes extensive financial data analysis 
and metrics to accurately predict future prices of different digital assets. this whitepaper 
provides a comprehensive overview of the trade genius aı platform, highlighting its technical 
architecture, security measures, predictive algorithms, auto-trading features, and the role of the 
aı genıus token in enhancing user experience and incentivizing active participation within the 
ececosystem.

2. MARKET ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION 
ALGORITHMS

2.1 FINANCIAL DATA AND METRICS

Trade genius aı aggregates a vast array of financial data, including historical price data, trading 
volumes, market trends, and social sentiment. These comprehensıve datasets form the 
foundation for the development of sophisticated predictıon algorithms.



2.2 PREDICTIVE ALGORITHMS



The predictive algorithms undergo rigorous backtesting and validatıon processes to ensure 
their reliability and accuracy. Performance metrics, including accuracy, risk-adjusted returns, 
and other relevant indicators, are used to assess and optimize the algorithms' performance 
continually. By leveraging these technical indicators and employing advanced machine learning 
models, trade genius aı provides users with valuable insights into future market behaviors, 
enabling informed trading decisions and potentially maximizing investment returns.

The aı genius token is an essential component of the trade genius aı ecosystem, based on the 
bep-20 standard on the binance smart chain. It functions as a utility token, enabling users to 
access exclusive features, receive fee rebates, and unlock additional perks within the platform. 
The aı genius token serves as a medium of exchange, promoting user engagement, 
ıncentivızing particıpation, and fostering network effects. 

2.3 ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

3.1 EXECUTION AND ORDER MANAGEMENT

4.1 UTILITY TOKEN OVERVIEW

Aı genius token holders enjoy numerous benefits, including discounted trading fees, enhanced 
access to advanced market analysis tools, priority access to new features and products, and 
actıve particıpation in communıty governance. Users with higher token holdings and 
engagement levels receive additional fee rebates, establishing a mutually beneficial relationship 
between trade genius aı and its community members.    

4.2 TOKEN UTILITY AND BENEFITS

3. AUTO-TRADING SYSTEM

4. AIGENIUS UTILITY TOKEN ECONOMY



4.3 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AND ECONOMICS

4.4 TEAM ALLOCATION

The aıgenius token distribution follows a well-defined and attractive token economy, ensuring 
fair allocation and incentivizing active participation within the trade genius aı ecosystem.  

To reward the dedicated efforts of the trade genius aı team and incentivize their continued 
commitment to the project's success, 8% of the total token supply, amounting to y tokens, will 
be allocated to the team. these tokens will be subject to a vesting schedule to promote 
long-term alignment with the project's goals.

• INVESTOR AND PUBLIC SALE ALLOCATION

A significant portıon of the token supply, 18%, will be allocated for investors and public sale 
events. these tokens will be made available through a fair and transparent distribution 
mechanism, enabling a broad base of participants to acquire aı genius tokens and become 
active contributors to the trade genius aı ecosystem. 

• MARKETING ACTIVITIES 

TTo foster widespread adoption and awareness of the trade genius aı platform, 8% of the total 
token supply will be allocated for marketing activıties. these tokens will be used to implement 
strategic marketing campaigns, partnerships, community engagement programs, and other 
initiatives aimed at promoting the platform and expanding its user base. fee rebates to 
incentivize platform usage and reward active participants, a portion of the token supply will be 
allocated for fee rebates. as users engage in trading activıties on the trade genius aı platform, a 
percentage of the trading fees incurred will be converted into aıgenius tokens and distributed 
baback to users, encouraging continued engagement and loyalty. 

• SECURITY POOL 

Ensuring the security and integrıty of the trade genius aı ecosystem is of utmost importance. a 
dedicated portıon of the token 8% of supply will be allocated to a security pool, serving as a 
reserve to address any potential securıty incidents, perform security audits, and maintain a 
robust infrastructure that safeguards user assets and data. 

• CEX LISTINGS 

To enhance liquidity and accessibility, a portıon of the token supply will be allocated for listing 
on reputable cryptocurrency exchanges (cex). 18% of tokens will be used for exchange listings, 
facilitating the seamless trading of aı genius tokens on a broader range of platforms, increasing 
market reach, and supporting healthy token liquidity.



4.3 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AND ECONOMICS

5. THE TRADE GENIUS AI TEAM

• ADVISORS AND PARTNERSHIPS 

TT rade genius aı recognizes the value of strategic partnerships and expert advice in driving 
project success. 8% of the token supply will be allocated to secure experienced advisors and 
forge valuable partnerships. These tokens will be used to attract industry leaders, domain 
experts, and influential figures who can provide guidance and support the project's growth. The 
exact percentages allocated to each category may be subject to adjustments based on market 
conditions, regulatory requirements, and the project's ongoing development and operational 
needs. The trade genius aı team is commıtted to ensuring a fair and balanced token 
didistribution that aligns with the project's long-term objectives while maximizing value for all 
stakeholders involved.

SERGEI KUMEV - HEAD OF TRADING 

Sergei, a seasoned professional with a strong trading background, joins the trade genius aı 
team as the head of trading. with years of experience at morgan stanley, Sergei has a deep 
understanding of financial markets and trading strategies. His expertise in analyzing market 
trends and executing successful trades provides valuable insights and guidance for the 
development of the trade genius aı trading system.

EDWARD LIM - CHIEF CYBERSECURITY OFFICER

Edward, an esteemed cybersecurity expert, serves as the chief cybersecurity officer at trade 
genius aı. With multiple years of experience in top cyber security firms, edward brings a wealth 
of knowledge in protecting digital assets and ensuring the highest level of security for the 
platform. His expertise in implementing robust security measures and risk mitigation strategies 
safeguards user data and assets within the trade genius aı ecosystem.
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IRA CHEN - CHIEF AI SCIENTIST

Ira, a highly accomplished individual, holds a master's degree in machine learning and artificial 
intelligence. As the chief aı scientist at trade genius aı, Ira leverages her deep understanding of 
advanced algorithms and aı technologies to develop and enhance the predictive models used 
within the platform. Her expertise ensures that trade genius aı remains at the cuttıng edge of 
aı-driven trading solutions. 

GARY ROBERT - LEAD ALGORITHM DEVELOPER

GaGary, a tech-savvy individual with a strong background in algorithm development, joins trade 
genius aı as the lead algorithm developer. with experience working at top tech companies, 
including leading crypto exchanges, gary has a deep understanding of the intricacies of building 
algorithms and trading bots. His expertise in optimizing algorithmic trading strategies 
contributes to the development of robust and efficient trading systems within the trade genius 
aı platform. 

LUCA BINELI - SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER

LLuca, a skilled software engineer, adds significant value to the trade genius aı team. With a 
strong background in building scalable and high-performance systems, luca has worked with 
top tech companies and gained extensive experience in developing cutting-edge technologies. 
their technical prowess and expertise in software development contribute to the seamless 
integration of the trade genius aı platform with various exchanges and the overall platform 
functionality.

Phase 1: Q2 2023 - App concept and closed beta testing during this phase, the trade genius aı 
team will focus on developing the app concept, creating an intuitive user interface, and 
conducting rigorous closed beta testing to refine the platform's functionality and user 
experience.

Phase 2: Q3 2023 - Alpha release and market testing the alpha release will introduce the trade 
genius aı platform to a limited group of users, allowing for market testing and gathering 
valuable feedback. the team will focus on fine-tuning the trading algorithms, enhancing system 
performance, and implementing additional security measures.

Together, the trade genius aı team combines their unique skills and experiences to drive the 
development and success of the platform. Their collective expertise in trading, cybersecurity, aı, 
and software engineerıng positions trade genius aı as a leader ın the field of aı-driven crypto 
asset trading.

5. THE TRADE GENIUS AI TEAM

THE TRADE GENIUS AI ROADMAP CONSISTS OF SEVERAL PHASES:



Phase 3: Q1 2024 - Beta release and exchange integration the beta release will expand the user 
base, providing access to a broader audience. Integration with additional cryptocurrency 
exchanges will be a priority, ensuring seamless connectivity and increased liquidity for trading 
operations.

Phase 4: Q3 2024 - Full platform launch and aı genius token integration the full platform launch 
will mark the official release of trade genius aı to the public. the aı genius token will be 
integrated into the platform, enabling users to access exclusive features, receive fee rebates, 
and participate fully in the trade genius aı ecosystem.

Phase 5: Q4 2025 - Decentralized wallet and off-ramp solutions in this final phase, trade genius 
aı will introduce a decentralized wallet, providing users with full control and security over their 
digital assets. additionally, the platform will offer off-ramp solutions, allowing users to make 
direct payments to merchants using a digital payment method, further enhancing the utility 
and convenience of the trade genius aı ecosystem.

7. CONCLUSION

TOKENOMICS

Trade genius aı presents a pioneering solution in the crypto trading space, leveraging the 
power of cutting-edge technologies such as artifıcial intelligence, machine learning, and 
advanced algorithms. The project's automated trading system, coupled with the aigenius utility 
token, offers clients substantial returns on their investments while providing additional perks, 
features, and fee rebates. With a highly skilled team and a clear roadmap encompassing 
significant milestones, trade genius aı is well-positıoned to revolutionıze the way users engage 
with and profit from the dynamic world of crypto asset trading.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 10.000.000.000

LIQUIDITY: %8

TEAM: %7

AIRDROP: %13

MARKETING: %35

LISTING: %22

                      RESEARCH
             AND DEVELOPMENT: %15


